Connectivity and network development of carbonate-hosted fault damage zones from western Malta
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ABSTRACT

Using outcrop-based examples, we investigate the topological and graph characteristics of various fault damage zones in carbonate rocks on Malta. The damage zone fracture networks are analysed as a series of nodes (isolated I-nodes; connected Y/X-nodes) and branches (II-, IC-, CC-branches), which may link to form connected components and fracture-bounded regions. We compare the metrics of the different nodes, branches, regions and components that make-up each damage zone fracture network, calculating parameters that assess their connectivity. Results identify distinct topological signatures and graph metrics for different tip-, relay- and splay-damage zones, providing a new classification that describes and quantifies their arrangement and connectivity. Placing the studied damage zones in a fault evolutionary model highlights topological pathways whereby tip-damage zones, dominated by I-nodes and II-branches, give way to relay-damage zones, dominated by Y-nodes and CC-branches. During this process, tree-like components link to form larger interconnected components with many regions. This systematically changes the graph metrics of the network increasing the number of branches and regions relative to nodes and components. The topological pathways and graph metrics provide important insights into how damage zones might develop as faults propagate, interact and link and could have implications when assessing their importance for fluid-flow.

1. Introduction

Fault damage zones represent the volume of deformed rock surrounding a fault as a result of fault initiation, propagation, interaction and slip accumulation (e.g. Cowie and Scholz, 1992; McGrath and Davison, 1995; Kim et al., 2004; Choi et al., 2016; Peacock et al., 2017). A variety of different fault damage zones have been identified and classified in the literature depending on their location relevant to the parent fault(s), including but not limited to: tip, wall, linkage, interaction and fault bend damage zones (i.e. Kim et al., 2004; Choi et al., 2016; Peacock et al., 2017). Such damage zones form due to local stress concentrations or perturbations along or between faults, often accommodating variations in the distribution of strain and displacement (e.g. Kim et al., 2000, 2001; Nixon et al., 2019). They commonly consist of numerous fractures (e.g. veins, joints, small faults, deformation bands, stylolites etc.) of different scales, types and orientations, forming networks that contribute to the overall deformation of the rock.

A detailed understanding of the development of the different structures within fault damage zones can provide valuable insights on processes of fault growth and development (Cowie and Shipton, 1998; Kim et al., 2003; Shipton and Cowie, 2003; Fossen et al., 2005; Childs et al., 2009; Faulkner et al., 2011) as well as earthquake initiation and rupture patterns (King, 1986; Sibson, 1989; Kim and Sanderson, 2008; Soliva et al., 2008; Choi et al., 2012; Johri et al., 2014; Perrin et al., 2016). Of particular economic significance is the control of fault damage on fluid flow and rock permeability in the upper crust (Caine et al., 1996; Shipton et al., 2002; Leckenby et al., 2005; Kim and Sanderson, 2010; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2012; Ogata et al., 2014; Dimmen et al., 2017, 2020). Thus damage zones can be crucial factors when exploring for water aquifers (e.g. Huyakorn et al., 1983), ore mineral deposits (e.g. Curewitz and Karson, 1997), hydrocarbon reservoirs (e.g. Gartrell et al., 2004; Fossen et al., 2005; Rotevatn et al., 2007) and storage sites for CO₂ (e.g. Shipton et al., 2004; Dockrill and Shipton, 2010).

A plethora of literature, therefore, exists on fault damage zones with studies mainly focusing on characterising damage zone architectures and...
geometries (e.g. McGrath and Davison, 1995; Kim et al., 2001, 2004; Berg and Skar, 2005; Johansen and Fossen, 2008; Gudmundsson et al., 2010; Rotevatn and Bastesen, 2014; Choi et al., 2016; Peacock et al., 2017), geometric dimensions of damage zones and subsequent scaling relationships with fault displacement/length (e.g. Hull, 1988; Knott et al., 1996; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998; Beach et al., 1999; Shipton and Cowie, 2001; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; Faulkner et al., 2011), fracture abundances and distributions within damage zones (e.g. Micarelli et al., 2003, 2006; Berg and Skar, 2005; Savage and Brodsky, 2011) and the effects of damage on physical rock properties such as permeability (e.g. Caine et al., 1996; Shipton et al., 2002; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2012). Less attention, however, has been given to characterising the arrangement (topology) and connectivity of the fractures within fault damage zones. This is important as fracture connectivity is crucial for assessing percolation potential and thus fluid flow through a rock body (Adler and Thouvert, 1999; Manzocchi, 2002; Sanderson and Nixon, 2018). This is especially the case in low permeability rocks, such as the carbonate rocks used in this study, where permeability is often solely reliant on fractures and their connectivity (Faulkner et al., 2010).

The aim of this paper is to investigate the topological characteristics of different fault damage zones, with a focus on quantifying the development of fracture connectivity. The study applies a topological analysis based on graph theory (i.e. Sanderson et al., 2019) to examples of damage zones associated with metre-scale extensional faults observed in carbonate rocks along the western coast of Malta (Fig. 1). A topological analysis provides a description of the geometrical relationships between the fractures within a network and is essential for assessing fracture network connectivity (Jing and Stephansson, 1997; Sanderson and Nixon, 2015, 2018). The topological character of a fracture network is important as two fracture networks can have similar geometries (trace lengths, orientations and fracture intensities) but different topologies and thus connectivity, which could result in very different fluid flow properties (e.g. Sanderson and Nixon, 2015, 2018). Therefore, this study focuses on constraining the potential variations in topology and connectivity of fracture networks within different fault damage zones. We explore the differences and similarities between the different types of damage zone, producing a topology-based classification scheme that describes both the connectivity and complexity of their fracture networks. Finally, we extrapolate the results to discuss how fracture networks develop within damage zones by using the different studied examples, with varying degrees of structural complexity, as proxies for damage zone maturity.

2. Damage zone terminology

Numerous studies have proposed different classification and nomenclature schemes for describing fault damage zones. Kim et al. (2004) define tip, wall and linkage damage zones based on their location around subparallel segmented faults. Peacock et al. (2017) broaden this classification to include interaction damage zones around non-parallel and non-synchronous faults including intersection and approaching damage zones. Choi et al. (2016) use along-fault, around-tip and cross-fault damage, an approach that describes a damage zone based on the plane of observation and the damage zone position around an exposed fault. In this paper we follow the recommendation of Peacock et al. (2017) and use a prefix based on the damage zones’ location in order to distinguish the three different types of studied damage zone (Fig. 2):

- **Tip-damage zones** refer to damage around the lateral tips of an extensional fault, observed in plan-view. The damage in these zones is related to increased stresses at the tips of faults as they grow and propagate (e.g. Cowie and Scholz, 1992; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998). These are the same as tip damage zones described by Kim et al. (2004) and could either be mixed mode or mode III tip damage according to the around-tip damage zone classification of Choi et al. (2016).

- **Relay-damage zones** refer to damage around geometrically or kinematically linked, synchronous, sub-parallel and overlapping extensional faults, observed in plan-view. These damage zones can be associated with different stages of fault segment linkage from relay ramp structures between soft-linked faults to fully breached relays of hard-linked faults. The damage in these zones is related to fault interaction often accommodating the transfer of strain or displacement between two fault segments (e.g. Peacock and Sanderson, 1991, 1994; Huggins et al., 1995). These damage zones are equivalent to along-fault linkage damage zones (Kim et al., 2004; Choi et al., 2016).

- **Splay-damage zones** represent damage associated with upward splaying or bifurcating, synthetic faults that are observed in cross-section. These may be cross-sectional views of either a relay-damage zone or a mode intersection.
III tip-damage zone, which could be considered as cross-fault damage or an around-tip damage, respectively (Choi et al., 2016).

These different damage zones are associated with local stresses during the propagation and linkage of faults as they grow and develop. We use several examples of each damage zone type to cover a range of structural complexities and as proxies for evolutionary stages of damage zone development during fault growth. The term structural complexity refers to the fracture abundance and range of orientations exhibited in a damage zone. We use the terms simple and complex as relative descriptions of the structural complexity of each damage zone, with complex indicating greater fracture abundances often displaying a wider range of orientations.

3. Geological setting

The Maltese Islands (Malta, Gozo, and Comino; Fig. 1a) are situated on the Malta Platform, which forms the NNE shoulder of the Late Miocene-Early Pliocene Pantelleria Rift (Reuther and Eisbacher, 1985; Dart et al., 1993; Jolivet and Facenna, 2000). The archipelago is dominated by an ENE-WSW trending horst and graben system, comprising of the North Gozo and North Malta grabens (Dart et al., 1993; Putz-Perrier and Sanderson, 2010), that was activated during the Miocene before reaching a peak in activity during the Pliocene-Quaternary (Illies, 1981; Bosence and Pedley, 1982; Finetti, 1984; Jongma et al., 1985). Major and minor extensional faults on the islands generally follow the trend of the horst and graben system with the exception of the ESE-WNW trending Il Maghlaq Fault (IMF; Fig. 1a), located on the southern coast of Malta, which has a similar trend to the Pantelleria Rift (Pedley et al., 1976; Illies, 1981; Reuther and Eisbacher, 1985; Bonson et al., 2007; Rotevatn et al., 2016). The Victoria Lines Fault (VLF) is a large graben-bounding fault (up to 195 m displacement) that separates the North Malta Graben from the Malta Horst to the south (Fig. 1a). The small extensional faults (<10 m displacement) that form the basis of this study are located at Ras ir Raheb, about 500–1000 m into the footwall of the VLF on the Malta Horst (Dart et al., 1993; Putz-Perrier and Sanderson, 2010; Michie et al., 2014; Dimmen et al., 2017). These small extensional faults may be considered as part of a >2 km wide footwall damage zone associated with the VLF, which includes several large splay faults distributing the displacement of the VLF (Putz-Perrier and Sanderson, 2010, Fig. 1a).

The islands comprise a sequence of Oligocene and Miocene carbonates that have a well-defined stratigraphy (Pedley et al., 1976; Dart et al., 1993). Along the coast at Ras ir Raheb (Fig. 1b), the stratigraphy can be divided into the Oligocene platform carbonates of the Lower Coralline Limestone Formation (LCLF) and the Miocene pelagic carbonates of the Globigerina Limestone Formation (Dart et al., 1993), which provide excellent outcrops for detailed studies of damage zones of small-scale extensional faults (e.g. Putz-Perrier and Sanderson, 2010; Dimmen et al., 2017). The Globigerina Limestone Formation can be divided into the Lower Globigerina Limestone Member (LGLM) and the Middle Globigerina Limestone Member (MGLM). The LGLM consists of fossiliferous packstones and wackestones and is marked at the top by a 50 cm thick phosphoritic conglomerate with an abundance of bivalve-, bryozoan-, solitary coral-, and echinoid-fossils (Pedley, 1987). The MGLM consists of highly bioturbated mudstones interbedded with thin layers (50–100 cm thick) of

**Fig. 2.** a) Illustration of the different types of damage zone (tip-, relay-, splay-) according to where they are placed in relation to the overall geometry of the fault(s). These terms are used for normal fault damage zones in this study. b), c) and d) are interpreted photographs of localities K5, K7 and K3 respectively, showing field examples of the different types of damage zone. See Fig. 1b for locations of the three field examples.
phosphoritic conglomerate (Pedley et al., 1976; Bennett, 1979). The studied fault damage zones described in this study include relay- and tip-damage zones observed in plan-view on pavement outcrops of the MGLM and splay-damage zones observed in cross-section in cliff outcrops of both the LGLM and MGLM (Fig. 1b).

4. Methodology

4.1. Mapping of damage zones

Field outcrops of 6 tip-damage zones, 9 relay-damage zones and 3 splay-damage zones were identified and documented in detail along sub-horizontal pavements and cliffs of the Globigerina Limestone Formation at Ras ir Raheb (Nærland, 2016) (Fig. 1b). All fault damage zones were photographed, mapped and structurally characterised allowing them to be classified depending on their structural complexity. Structural data were collected for faults exposed along the coast, including fault plane orientations and measured fault displacements. The high-resolution outcrop images were then merged, imported and georeferenced in ArcGIS where the fracture networks associated with each fault damage zone were then digitised for further geospatial and topological analysis (e.g. Nyberg et al., 2018).

4.2. Network topology and assessing connectivity

A topological analysis was applied to each digitised fault damage zone in order to characterise the networks within them and to constrain their connectivity. In topology, each two-dimensional fracture network is considered as a planar graph consisting of nodes and branches between nodes (Manzocchi, 2002; Sanderson and Nixon, 2015; Sanderson et al., 2019). Based on the relationships between the fractures we can identify 3 types of node: I-nodes representing the tip of a fracture; Y-nodes representing the point of splaying or abutting fractures; and X-nodes representing the intersection point between two crossing fractures. Therefore, Y- and X-nodes are connecting nodes whereas I-nodes are isolated (Fig. 3a). As branches have one node at each end they can be classified into three types, based on whether the nodes are connecting (C) or isolated (I): isolated branches (II), singly connected branches (IC) and doubly connected branches (I).
branches (CC) (Sanderson and Nixon, 2015) (Fig. 3a). The number counts of each node type ($N_I$, $N_Y$, $N_X$) and branch type ($B_{II}$, $B_{IC}$, $B_{CC}$) can be used to plot their proportions on ternary diagrams, topologically characterising the fracture networks. The number of branches ($B$) and number of nodes ($N$) are related to each other by:

$$B = \frac{(N_I + 3N_Y + 4N_X)}{2}$$  (1)

It should be noted that when sampling topological elements, that branches extending beyond the sample area are counted as half-branches in this relationship as only one end node is visible.

Where a network plots in a ternary diagram is representative of the network’s connectivity. Isolated and poorly connected networks will plot towards the $I$-node and $II$-branch corners of each ternary diagrams, whereas well connected networks will plot towards the $Y$-$X$ axis and $CC$ corner (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the number counts of the different node types can be used to calculate parameters that directly describe the degree of connectivity within a network such as connections per branch ($C_B$), which describes the degree of connectivity between branches:

$$C_B = \frac{(3N_Y + 4N_X)}{B}$$  (2)

As branches only have two nodes associated with them (i.e. $I$ or $C$) values of $C_B$ range from 0 to 2 and can also be contoured onto both the node and branch triangular plots in Fig. 7. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Fracture trace maps of different fault tip-damage zones with their locality name and structural style labelled. The documented damage zones are all exposed in the MGLM. The damage zones are arranged according to the red arrows, which correspond to a relative increase in fracture intensity and connections per branch. These match the red arrows in the node and branch triangular plots in Fig. 7. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Another parameter is the average degree (<$D$>), which describes the degree to which nodes are connected to branches (Sanderson et al., 2019). It is defined by the ratio between the number of branches ($B$) and the number of nodes ($N$), whereby:

$$\frac{B}{N} = <D> / 2$$  (3)

Thus <$D$> provides an important link between the nodes and
As well as nodes and branches, each planar graph contains components and within each fracture network forms a planar graph (Sanderson et al., 2019). Particularly joint systems and fault networks, are often dominated by anything from finite tree-like clusters to infinite networks. Regions, on the other hand, are the enclosed spaces within connected components representing the blocks of rock between fractures (Sanderson et al., 2019).

Equation (3) shows that the number of branches (B) and number of nodes (N) can be linked to one another through the average degree (\(<D>\)). However, they can also be related to the number of components (K) and number of regions (R) through a generalisation of Euler’s theorem (Euler, 1758; Sanderson et al., 2019), where by:

\[
R = B - N + K
\]

(4)

This indicates specific relationships between the different metrics (R, B, N and K) for a given network. In this paper we focus on comparing these different graph metrics to identify any relationships that could be useful for further classifying or describing the damage zones.

In addition, equation (4) is useful for extracting further metrics about a network. In particular, it can be used to extract the number of regions (or blocks between fractures) within each fracture network, simply calculated from the number of nodes, branches and connected components. If the area (A) of the extent of the sampled fracture network is known then we can also calculate an average block area (A/R) for the network (Sanderson et al., 2019). Furthermore, dividing the average block area by the total sample area will give the dimensionless block intensity (R_{22}), which can be simplified to:

\[
R_{22} = A^{-1} \cdot (A / R) = 1 / R
\]

(5a)

As R represents the number of enclosed regions, we can modify Equation (5a) to include an external infinite region representing the surrounding rock mass:

\[
R_{22} = 1 / (R + 1)
\]

(5b)

Thus, from equation (5b), values for R_{22} will range from 0 to 1, with 1 representing an intact rock mass that becomes more broken up as R_{22} tends to 0. Therefore, as well as characterising the topology and connectivity of each damage zone we can also constrain how broken up the rock mass is within each damage zone, hence, quantifying the amount of damage. It is worth noting that this measure is highly influenced by the observed extent of a network and thus should only be used when comparing entire networks or sample areas of the same size.

4.4. Sampling and assessing spatial variability

As well as collecting geometric and topological data for the damage zone as a whole, we also subsampled each damage zone to assess spatial variability. Circle samples that eliminate orientation bias (Mauldon et al., 2001; Sanderson and Nixon, 2015) were used to subsample along-strike and dip of the main faults associated with each damage zone. Within each circle sample the area, total trace-length, and the number of different topological elements (nodes, branches, components and regions) were recorded.

The sampling of nodes is straightforward as you simply count the number of nodes that lie within each circle sample (Fig. 3a). However, a branch may go beyond the boundary of a sample area, which means that: a) the length of such a branch is unknown or censored; and b) only one node associated with the branch lies within the sample area. Such branches can only be counted as half-branches. If topological information for the surrounding network is known, then the topology of the half-branch can still be determined. However, if this information is unknown then the topology of the branch cannot be determined and is classified as unknown. If a branch passes through a circle sample area then its associated nodes do not lie within the sample, thus the branch is not included in the branch count. This approach ensures that the branch count is consistent with the number of branches (B) calculated from the node count in equation 1. When calculating the number of regions (R) for each circle sample, using equation 4, we assume that the network is part of one connected component (after excluding isolated branches) as the components may be connected outside the sample area. Thus R = B - N + 1, resulting in a minimum value for the number of regions.
number of regions within each circle. Furthermore, a consequence of counting half-branches is that the value of $R$ will include complete regions, within the circle sample, as well as half-regions which leave the sample area (Sanderson et al., 2019).

The recorded circle sample data were used to calculate subsequent along-strike/along-dip profiles of different parameters including: i) fracture intensity, defined as total fracture trace-length per unit area ($m^{-1}$ or $m/m^2$); ii) connecting node frequency, defined as the number of connections per unit area ($N_C/m^2$); and iii) the dimensionless block intensity ($R_{22}$). In addition, contour plots of fracture intensity and connecting node frequency are used to illustrate variations within each damage zone.

5. Results

5.1. Structural description of the damage zones

All of the studied damage zones are associated with normal faults, with

![Fig. 7. Node and branch triangular plots of each damage zone example. Fault tip-damage zones are presented in a) and b); Relay-damage zones are presented in c) and d); and splay-damage zones are presented in e) and f). The node triangles (left) illustrate the proportions of $I_I$, $I_Y$, and $X$-nodes mapped for each damage zone. The branch triangles (right) illustrate the proportions of $II$, $IC$, and $CC$-branches mapped for each damage zone. The locality name of each damage zone is indicated and the red arrows correspond with the arrangement of the fracture trace maps in Figs. 4–6. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)](image-url)
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Example</th>
<th>Damage Zone Type</th>
<th>Node Proportions</th>
<th>Branch Proportions</th>
<th>Graph Metrics</th>
<th>Degree of Connectivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I Y X</td>
<td>II IC CC</td>
<td>N B K R</td>
<td>C4 &lt;D&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K12</td>
<td>Tip - En Echelon</td>
<td>63% 37% 0%</td>
<td>8% 56% 36%</td>
<td>51.5 47.5</td>
<td>4 0 1.8 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K13</td>
<td>Tip - En Echelon</td>
<td>89% 11% 0%</td>
<td>70% 9% 22%</td>
<td>3.5 3.5</td>
<td>1 1 2.0 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5</td>
<td>Tip - Horsetail</td>
<td>42% 55% 3%</td>
<td>4% 30% 66%</td>
<td>218 251</td>
<td>4 37 2.3 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K6</td>
<td>Tip - Bifurcating</td>
<td>44% 55% 2%</td>
<td>6% 28% 65%</td>
<td>306 356</td>
<td>6 56 2.3 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K15</td>
<td>Tip - Bifurcating</td>
<td>45% 53% 2%</td>
<td>8% 26% 66%</td>
<td>209.5 244.5</td>
<td>3 38 2.3 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K18</td>
<td>Tip - Horsetail</td>
<td>55% 45% 0%</td>
<td>6% 64% 80%</td>
<td>29.5 29.5</td>
<td>2 2 2.0 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K10</td>
<td>Relay - Intact</td>
<td>44% 55% 1%</td>
<td>5% 31% 64%</td>
<td>108 121</td>
<td>3 16 2.2 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K17</td>
<td>Relay - Intact</td>
<td>57% 41% 2%</td>
<td>8% 46% 47%</td>
<td>48.5 48.5</td>
<td>4 4 2.0 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K21</td>
<td>Relay - Intact</td>
<td>67% 33% 0%</td>
<td>10% 60% 30%</td>
<td>21 18</td>
<td>3 0 1.7 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K11</td>
<td>Relay - Singly Breached</td>
<td>38% 63% 0%</td>
<td>3% 26% 71%</td>
<td>32 35</td>
<td>1 4 2.2 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K14</td>
<td>Relay - Singly Breached</td>
<td>23% 73% 4%</td>
<td>1% 17% 83%</td>
<td>106.5 136.5</td>
<td>2 32 2.6 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K20</td>
<td>Relay - Multiply Breached</td>
<td>22% 74% 4%</td>
<td>2% 12% 86%</td>
<td>151.5 202.5</td>
<td>2 53 2.7 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K1</td>
<td>Relay - Multiply Breached</td>
<td>13% 79% 9%</td>
<td>0% 9% 91%</td>
<td>294.5 413.5</td>
<td>2 121 2.8 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K7</td>
<td>Relay - Multiply Breached</td>
<td>17% 72% 11%</td>
<td>1% 10% 89%</td>
<td>888 1242.5</td>
<td>3 357.5 2.8 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K19</td>
<td>Relay - Multiply Breached</td>
<td>17% 72% 10%</td>
<td>0% 13% 88%</td>
<td>30 40</td>
<td>1 11 2.7 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3</td>
<td>Splay</td>
<td>30% 65% 5%</td>
<td>2% 20% 78%</td>
<td>2665 3352</td>
<td>33 720 2.5 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K8</td>
<td>Splay</td>
<td>26% 67% 7%</td>
<td>1% 18% 81%</td>
<td>2851.5 3696.5</td>
<td>11 856 2.6 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K16</td>
<td>Splay</td>
<td>40% 58% 2%</td>
<td>5% 25% 70%</td>
<td>715 848.5</td>
<td>22 155.5 2.4 1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Box plots illustrating the range (box), mean (cross) and median (line) in connections per branch for each type and style of damage zone. Green, blue and red boxes correspond to tip-, relay- and splay-damage zones respectively with different structural styles are listed along the x-axis. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
and is one of three tip-damage zones with no X-nodes (i.e. K13, K12, K18; Fig. 7a and Table 1). Whereas example K5, a horsetail tip, has the highest proportion of Y-nodes (~55%) and X-nodes (~3%) of all six fault tip-damage zones (Fig. 7a and Table 1). The branch triangle shows that most of the fault tip-damage zones plot along the IC-CC axis with low proportions of II-branches, between 4% and 8% (Fig. 7b and Table 1). The en echelon tip, K13, is the only fault damage zone dominated by II-branches with a proportion of >70%, thus plotting in the II-branch corner of the triangle. The en echelon tips produce the most isolated branches and nodes due to their unlinked and stepping fracture arrays. The nature of the bifurcating and horsetail tips, with numerous splaying and branching fractures, mean they have greater potential for creating Y-nodes and IC- or CC-branches.

The relay-damage zones (Fig. 5) plot closer to the Y-node corner of the triangle than both tip- and splay-damage zones (Fig. 7c). However, the examples show a large spread in node topology with examples K17 and K21, both intact relays, dominated by I-nodes with proportions of 57% and 67%, respectively. In contrast, the singly- (K11, K14) and multiply-breached relays (K1, K7, K19, K20) are all dominated by Y-nodes, with the latter showing the greatest proportion of connecting nodes (>80% Y- and X-nodes; Fig. 7c and Table 1) than any of the studied damage zones. Note that the multiply-breached relays also have greater proportions of X-nodes (between 8% and 11%) than any other damage zones. The relay-damage zones are dominated by IC- and CC-branches, with proportions of II-branches at <10%. The intact relays (K10, K17, K21; Fig. 7d and Table 1) exhibit more IC-branches (>30%) than the other relay-damage zones, with multiply-breached relays exhibiting up to 91% CC-branches, which is much greater than the other types of damage zone. The results indicate a progressive increase in both the proportion of connecting nodes (Y- and X-nodes) and CC-branches from intact relays to singly-breached relays to multiply-breached relays. These differences are a result of differences in their structural style with intact relays displaying more bifurcating fractures producing more IC-branches. Whereas the singly- and multiply-breached relays produce linking fractures between the two fault segments thus creating more CC-branches and less I-nodes.

Splay-damage zones are clustered in both the node and branch plots, reflecting a low variability in topology (Fig. 7e and f). They generally have topologies more similar to the relay-damage zones than the tip-damage zones (Fig. 7). The node plot shows that the splay-damage zones have large proportions of connecting nodes, ranging from ~60% to ~74% (Table 1). There are also very few II-branches (<6%) within the splay-damage zones with the largest proportion of their branches being fully connected CC-branches (>70%; Fig. 7f and Table 1).

The differences in topology between the three types of fault damage zone are reflected in the number of connections per branch \(C_B\) (Fig. 8 and Table 1), with tip-damage zones having the lowest range of \(C_B\) (0.52–1.62), with en echelon tips forming the least connected fracture networks \(C_B < 1.30; \) Fig. 8). Horsetail and bifurcating tips produce better connected tip-damage zones with values of \(C_B > 1.40.\) In the relay-damage zones \(C_B\) increases from less connected intact relays to very connected multiply-breached relays (Fig. 8). Intact relays display a similar range of \(C_B\) to the tip-damage zones as they comprise two overlapping but soft linked
fault tips. In contrast, multiply-breached relays are the most connected damage zone examples with values of $C_B > 1.85$, which can be expected from hard linked fault segments. Splay-damage zones also produce well connected fracture networks with values of $C_B > 1.60$, similar to singly-breached relays (Fig. 8).

5.3. Graph metrics

The plots in Fig. 9 compare various graph metrics (i.e. number of nodes, branches, regions and compartments; Table 1) of the different damage zone fracture networks. Fig. 9a and b compare the number of branches ($B$) to the number of regions ($R$) and components ($K$), respectively. These metrics are normalised to the total number of nodes ($N$), which accounts for different sizes of network (i.e. larger networks produce greater numbers of nodes). Furthermore, this produces the parameter $B/N$ (number of branches per node or branch to node ratio) on the y-axis, which is the equivalent of $<D>/2$, thus linking to the degree of connectivity. The plots indicate clear relationships where an increase in the branch to node ratio ($B/N$) results in an increase in the number of regions (Fig. 9a) and a decrease in the number of components (Fig. 9b). The combined effect of these relationships means that the number of regions per component ($R/K$) within each damage zone increases with the ratio of branches to nodes ($B/N$) (Fig. 9c). This increase in the regions per component does not begin until the fracture networks reach a branch to node ratio of 0.9 (Fig. 9c), equivalent to an average degree ($<D>$) of 1.8, as no regions form below this degree of connectivity (Fig. 9a).

The tip-damage zones form fracture networks with low numbers of regions (Fig. 9a) but have high numbers of components (Fig. 9b). This is particularly the case for en echelon tips which form no regions (Fig. 9a) but have large proportions of isolated (II) and singly connected (IC) branches (e.g. Figs. 4 and 7b). As a result, they produce the lowest branch to node ratios ($B/N < 0.9$). The relay-damage zones show a large spread in graph metrics with intact relays overlapping with tip-damage zones, so producing less regions but more components in comparison to the singly-breached and multiply-breached relays (Fig. 9a and b). The multiply-breached relays produce the most number of regions and least number of components of all the studied damage zones, resulting in the highest
Fig. 11. a) Digitised fracture trace map of the relay-damage zone at locality K7, showing the position of 14 circle samples and a length-weighted rose diagram of the fracture trends. b) Contour map, showing the fracture abundance measure “fracture intensity”. c) Contour map showing the topological parameter “connecting node frequency”. d) Along strike profile of fracture intensity measured in each circle sample in Fig. 11a e) Along strike profile of connecting node frequency (Nc/cm²) measured in each circle sample in Fig. 11a f) Along strike profile of average degree ($<D>$) measured in each circle sample in Fig. 11a g) Along strike profile of the dimensionless bock intensity ($R_{22}$) measured in each circle sample in Fig. 11a.
Fig. 12. a) Digitised fracture trace map of the splay-damage zone at locality K3, showing the position of 37 circle samples and a length-weighted rose diagram of the fracture dip trends. Note that the boundary between the MGLM and LGLM is indicated as well as the position of a phosphoritic conglomerate. b) Contour map, showing the fracture abundance measure “fracture intensity”. c) Contour map showing the topological parameter “connecting node frequency”. d) Along-dip profile of fracture intensity measured in each circle sample in Fig. 12a. e) Along-dip profile of connecting node frequency (Nc/cm²) measured in each circle sample in Fig. 12a. f) Along-dip profile of average degree (\langle D \rangle) measured in each circle sample in Fig. 12a. g) Along-dip profile of the dimensionless bock intensity (R_{22}) measured in each circle sample in Fig. 12a.
number of regions per component (Fig. 9c). Splay-damage zones show the least spread in graph metrics with relatively moderate numbers of regions and low numbers of components (Fig. 9a and b), thus displaying similar characteristics to the singly- and multiply-breached relays.

Overall there appears to be a trend where, relative to the size of their networks, the more structurally complex damage zones (i.e. singly- and multiply-breached relays) produce more regions per component than for simple damage zones (i.e. en echelon tips and intact relays). This relationship is reflected in Fig. 9d, which illustrates influence of the degree of connectivity, with the dimensionless block intensity ($R_{22}$) tending to 1 as the average degree ($<D>$) decreases towards 1.8. This suggests simple en echelon tips leave the rock mass relatively intact ($R_{22} = 1$), as they produce no blocks, whereas the more complex multiply-breached relays break it into many blocks ($R_{22} < 1$). The fracture networks of splay-damage zones show the lowest values of $R_{22}$ (<0.01), suggesting they produce the most amount of damage in comparison to the other damage zones.

5.4. Spatial variations in topology and damage

One example of each type of damage zone (tip-, relay-, splay-) is selected for full presentation to explore the spatial distribution of different topological parameters and fracture abundances. Specifically, we use contour maps in combination with circle samples (CS) that record along-strike/along-dip profiles in fracture intensity, connecting node frequency, average degree ($<D>$) and the dimensionless block intensity ($R_{22}$) (Figs. 10–12). We focus on describing the topologies of structurally complex areas, with high fracture intensities and a range of fracture orientations, within each type of damage zone and their relationship with topological and graph measures.

5.4.1. Fault tip damage zone: example K5

Example K5 is a small (max. throw: 1 cm) NNW-dipping normal fault exposed in a pavement outcrop within the MGLM (Fig. 1b). The normal fault tip comprises two main fault segments, that are soft linked, and splays into a set of NNW-trending wing-cracks (Fig. 10a). The fracture intensity map (Fig. 10b) shows values mostly below 20 m$^{-1}$, with bullseyes of higher values restricted to bifurcation points (e.g. CS5, CS7 and CS8; Fig. 10a) or areas of lensing (e.g. CS9 to CS10; Fig. 10a) within the main part of the tip-damage zone. Bullseyes in the connecting node frequency map are also restricted to areas of bifurcation and lensing (Fig. 10c). This relationship is reflected on along-strike profiles of fracture intensity (Fig. 10d) and connecting node frequency (Fig. 10e) with corresponding peaks at CS5, CS7 and CS10.

Values of $R_{22}$ are >0.1, indicating a low to moderate amount of damage, but show a clear inverse relationship to connecting node frequency and fracture intensity with lows at CS5, CS7 and CS10. This indicates that these areas of bifurcation and lensing within the damage zone are sites of increased damage where high fracture abundances and numbers of connections break the rock mass into numerous blocks. Values for $<D>$ vary from 1 to 3, forming a broadly undulating but consistent profile with a decrease towards end of the tip zone from CS4 to CS1. They do not appear to correlate directly with the other profiled measures suggesting that the degree of connectivity is spatially less variable and not directly related to local increases in fracture intensity and connecting node frequency.

5.4.2. Relay damage zone: example K7

Example K7 is a small (max. throw: 8 cm) multiply-breached relay, exposed in a pavement outcrop within the MGLM (Fig. 1b), between two right-stepping ENE-trending normal faults that dip towards NNW. Within the relay-damage zone, a wide range of fracture orientations are observed with ~NW-trending faults/fractures breaching across the relay (Fig. 11a). Fracture intensities are generally less than 50 m$^{-1}$ along the relay breaching faults with minor bullseyes and peaks associated with lensing (i.e. CS3, CS5 and CS6; Fig. 11b and d). The highest intensity values (>50 m$^{-1}$) are observed along the relay breach with bullseyes where breaching fractures splay from or abut the ENE-trending relay bounding faults (i.e. CS8 to CS9 and CS11 to CS12; Fig. 11b and d). The highest connecting frequencies (~2000 N/m²) also occur along the relay breach (i.e. CS8–CS12), with a major bullseye and maximum profile peak in sample CS11 where breaching fractures splay and abut the southern relay bounding fault (Fig. 11c and e). Minor bullseyes and peaks in connecting node frequency also occur in areas of lensing along the relay bounding faults (i.e. CS3 and CS6).

The $R_{22}$ values in example K7 again show an inverse relationship with intensity and connecting node frequency and are considerably lower on average (<0.1) than example K5, indicating a moderate to high level of damage. The increased fracture abundance along with higher numbers of intersections in the breached area produce the lowest $R_{22}$ values, tending towards 0.01 (Fig. 11g). Unlike the other parameters the average degree ($<D>$) is relatively constant along-strike of the damage zone, ranging from ~2.5 to ~3 (Fig. 11f). Slightly higher values of $<D>$ coincide with areas of lensing along the relay bounding faults and the breached relay area, matching patterns in fracture intensity and connecting node frequency.

5.4.3. Splay fault damage zone: example K3

Example K3 is a NNW-dipping normal fault observed in a cliff section
offsetting the LGLM and MGLM with a maximum throw of ~40 cm (Fig. 1b). The fault is planar in the MGLM, with a dip of ~60°, whereas in the LGLM the fault has a more listric character (Fig. 12a). Within the LGLM fracturing around the fault is dominated by long layer-parallel fractures, whereas within the MGLM there are numerous steeply dipping antithetic and synthetic faults/fractures. Key features include a lens stretching in and above a phosphoritic conglomerate at the top of the LGLM and a foothill splay zone located in the upper part of the outcrop within the MGLM (Fig. 12a).

Within the LGLM (CS1 to CS16) the splay damage zone shows relatively low fracture intensities (<50 m⁻¹; Fig. 12b and d) and connecting node frequencies (<1000 N/m²; Fig. 12c and e). Furthermore, along this interval R₂₂ values undulate around an average of ~0.3, a relatively low amount of damage. The transition from the LGLM through the phosphoritic conglomerate to the MGLM (CS17 to CS21) shows an increase in both amount of damage and stable profiles of fracture intensity and connecting node frequency. The high variability in connectivity within the LGLM could be related to the numerous layer-parallel fractures obliquely cross-cutting the main fault and its subsidiary faults and fractures.

In the MGLM, discrete bullseyes and peaks in both fracture intensity (Fig. 12b and d) and connecting node frequency (Fig. 12c and e) occur where the largest antithetic fault/fracture intersects the main fault (CS22 to CS24). At this intersection point there is also a significant decrease in R₂₂, which tends towards 0.1 representing an increase in damage (Fig. 12g). Values of <D> are highly variable within the LGLM, ranging from 1.5 to 3.5 (Fig. 12f), which contrasts with the relatively low and stable profiles of fracture intensity and connecting node frequency. This high variability in connectivity within the LGLM could be related to the numerous layer-parallel fractures obliquely cross-cutting the main fault and its subsidiary faults and fractures.

The high variability in connectivity within the LGLM could be related to the numerous layer-parallel fractures obliquely cross-cutting the main fault and its subsidiary faults and fractures.

In the MGLM, discrete bullseyes and peaks in both fracture intensity (Fig. 12b and d) and connecting node frequency (Fig. 12c and e) occur where the largest antithetic fault/fracture intersects the main fault (CS22 to CS24). At this intersection point there is also a significant decrease in R₂₂, which tends towards 0.1 representing an increase in damage (Fig. 12g). Values of <D> are highly variable within the LGLM, ranging from 1.5 to 3.5 (Fig. 12f), which contrasts with the relatively low and stable profiles of fracture intensity and connecting node frequency as well as low in R₂₂. This shows that the degree of connectivity can be influenced spatially by large changes in the fracture abundance and the number of connections.

6. Discussion

6.1. New characteristics of damage zones from topology and graph metrics

The application of topology and graph metrics to damage zones adds information to their characterisation based on the underlying relationships between the fractures within their fracture networks. The node and branch topological model (Figs. 3a and 13a) describes the different types of connections between the fractures and how fracture traces are connected to others within the network (Sanderson and Nixon, 2015, 2018). In addition, graph metrics provide a generalisation of the constitutive elements (nodes, branches, regions and components) that make-up each fracture network (Figs. 3b and 13b; Sanderson et al., 2019) and how those elements relate to one another. Thus, these two approaches provide a means to classify networks based on their arrangement and connectivity, complementing traditional studies that focus on describing their architecture and geometry (e.g. McGrath and Davison, 1995; Kim et al., 2004; Choi et al., 2016; Peacock et al., 2017). Our results indicate that different types of damage zone are characterised by distinct topological signatures and graph metrics, with differences and similarities between each type (as summarised by Fig. 13):

- **Tip-damage zones (Positions A-C)** – En echelon tips have simple networks consisting of numerous isolated fractures, thus they plot between positions A and B on Fig. 13 as unconnected fracture networks (i.e. C_B < 1.3; Fig. 8) with high proportions of I-nodes and II-branches (Fig. 7). These networks comprise numerous components with very low branch to node ratios (B/N < 1) and no regions (Fig. 9). At position B, complex tip-damage zones (e.g. horsetail tips, bifurcating tips) form, producing more connected fracture networks (i.e. C_B = 1.3–1.6; Fig. 8) with increased proportions of Y-nodes and high proportions of IC-branches (Fig. 7). These networks begin to form numerous small tree-like components with low branch to node ratios (B/N = 1) and very few regions (Fig. 9).

- **Relay-damage zones (Positions B-D)** – Intact relays consist of two overlapping fault tips that are approach one another but do not link, resulting in characteristics similar to tip-damage zones, generally plotting between positions B and C on Fig. 13. Singly-breach relays plot close to C, forming complex and moderately connected networks (i.e. C_B > 1.6; Fig. 8) with greater proportions of Y-nodes and CC-branches (Fig. 7b). Thus, their networks produce large tree-like components with high branch to node ratios (B/N up to ~1.3) and moderate numbers of regions (Fig. 9). Finally, multiply-breach relays tend to plot closer to D, representing well-connected networks (with C_B > 1.8; Fig. 8) dominated by Y-nodes and high proportions of CC-branches. These consist of a few large interconnected components with very high branch:node ratios (B/N > 1.3) and high numbers of regions (Fig. 9).

- **Splay-damage zones (Positions C-D)** – Although these fault damage zones are observed in cross-section they show similar characteristics to singly- and multiply-breach relays, plotting between positions C and D on Fig. 13. The fracture networks display a moderate degree of connectivity (i.e. C_B > 1.6; Fig. 8), due to high proportions of Y-nodes and CC-branches (Fig. 7). They also produce large tree-like components with high branch to node ratios, the same as singly-breach relays, but generally have fewer components with more regions (i.e. Fig. 9).

The topological characteristics and graph metrics of the studied damage zones indicate a clear link to their structural style and complexity (i.e. high fracture abundances, range of orientations), with tip-damage zones forming the simplest networks and relay-damage zones forming the most complex. Tip-damage zones accommodate decreases in displacement at fault tips and are generated by stress concentrations, which are enhanced by larger displacement gradients (e.g. Cowie and Scholz, 1992; Cowie and Shipton, 1998; Shipton and Cowie, 2003). However, relay-damage zones involve the interacting stress fields of two fault tips, which inhibits tip propagation and increases displacement gradients as well as causes local rotations in the stress field between the two faults (c.f. Willems et al., 1996; Grider and Pollard, 1998; Gupta and Scholz, 2000; Kattenhorn et al., 2000). Thus, the resultant damage zones will exhibit greater fracture intensities and varied fracture orientations in comparison to isolated fault tip-damage zones (e.g. Peacock and Sanderson, 1994; Bastesen and Rotevatn, 2012; Fosen and Rotevatn, 2016). Such increases in fracture intensity and variations in fracture orientation will increase connectivity (e.g. Sanderson and Nixon, 2018). Thus, more structurally complex damage zones are generally better connected, with greater proportions of connecting nodes and CC-branches that form larger components with more regions. Similar relationships between structural complexity and topological character have been described for rift fault networks, where complex multiphase rifts form more connected networks with higher proportions of Y-nodes and CC-branches in comparison to simple single-phase rifts (Morley and Nissen, 2016; Davison et al., 2016).

Overall these topological and graph characteristics provide new quantitative descriptions of network arrangement and connectivity, allowing a more meaningful comparison of the different damage zone types. An additional advantage of using topology and graph theory is that they are dimensionless and therefore the topology of damage zones and their fracture networks can be used and compared on a range of scales. Furthermore, the distinct topologies and trends in their graph metrics make it possible to predict the properties of the different damage zones.
This can be useful when estimating deformation around fault tips and fault linkage in the subsurface, where small-scale structures in damage zones are not easily observed due to data resolution limitations (e.g. seismic reflection data; Enge et al., 2007) Thus this can have implications when assessing fluid-flow conduits and barriers (e.g. Levelle et al., 1997), the integrity of structural traps (e.g. Gartrell et al., 2006) and the structural configuration and compartmentalization of reservoirs in large-scale fault tips and relay damage zones (e.g. Pickering et al., 1997; Rotevatn et al., 2009; Rotevatn and Fossen, 2011; Richards et al., 2015).

6.2. Damage zone development and topological pathways

When faults grow they propagate, interact and accumulate slip to increase in both length and displacement, allowing them to accommodate greater strains and become more linked (e.g. Cowie and Scholz, 1992; Peacock and Sanderson, 1994; Cartwright et al., 1995; Cowie et al., 2000; Walsh et al., 2001; Childs et al., 2003; Bull et al., 2006; Duffy et al., 2017; Rotevatn et al., 2019). During these processes of fault evolution, damage zones will generally increase in size and become more complex (Shipton and Cowie, 2001, 2003; e.g. Kim et al., 2003; Fossen et al., 2005; Childs et al., 2009; Bastesen and Rotevatn, 2012). For example, slip accumulation on a fault will enhance stress concentrations at the fault tip, producing a wider and more intense tip-damage zone (c.f. Shipton and Cowie, 2003). Furthermore, if the fault tip propagates and interacts with another fault then the tip-damage zone will evolve into a relay-damage zone, adding more damage structures to or overprinting the existing damage zone (Kim et al., 2003, 2004).

The variety of structural styles and complexities of the tip- and relay-damage zones observed in the study area illustrate this spectrum of damage zone development, as presented in the evolutionary model shown in Fig. 13c (i.e. A-D). Firstly, we infer that en echelon tips (A) might evolve into more complex horsetail and bifurcating tips (B) with increased slip and tip propagation, similar to the tip-damage zone evolution suggested by Kim et al. (2003) for strike-slip faults. Secondly, the three types of relay-damage zone clearly represent different stages of fault linkage (e.g. Peacock and Sanderson, 1991, 1994; Walsh and Watterson, 1991; Huggins et al., 1995; Childs et al., 2009; Bastesen and Rotevatn, 2012; Fossen and Rotevatn, 2016), with intact relays (B) expected to evolve into singly-breached relays (C) and finally multiply-breached relays (D) as the faults progressively link and interact. Using this evolutionary model, we discuss how the topology and graph characteristics of the damage zones might develop and how their arrangement and connectivity potentially evolves.

The topological and graph characteristics of the tip- and relay-damage zones (Figs. 7 and 9) indicate that they evolve along well-constrained topological pathways, as illustrated by the red arrows between positions A and D on Fig. 13a and b. The tip-damage zones only evolve part way along these pathways, initially dominated by I-nodes and II-branches before forming more Y-nodes and IC-branches and eventually CC-branches (Fig. 13a). This represents fractures splaying and bifurcating as horsetail/bifurcating tip-damage zones develop. The node to branch ratios of the damage zones increase (particularly between positions A and B) as components increase in size and begin to link to form trees. After position B the components are connected enough to start forming regions (Fig. 13b).

Relay-damage zones evolve further along the topological pathways, becoming dominated by Y-nodes and CC-branches (Fig. 13b) as across-fault fractures develop within the relay and abut/cross-cut each other. Once the relays start to breach at position C, the number of components decreases as the two tip-damage zones of the interacting faults link to form larger interconnected networks. The number of regions per component substantially increases as more and more regions form within these interconnected damage zones.

These topological pathways provide important insights into how networks develop in damage zones during fault evolution. The node and branch topologies evolve along similar pathways predicted for rift fault networks as shown by Duffy et al. (2017). They apply node and branch topology to physical clay analogue models, showing how topology changes in fault networks with increasing finite strain. Their results are compared with natural examples of rift fault networks and also highlight the importance of across-strike faulting in reaching more evolved topologies. The similarities between the damage zone fracture networks and rift fault networks suggest that the pathways highlighted in this study could be more widely applied to larger scale fault networks.

6.3. Controls on spatial variability along fault damage zones

All the studied damage zones show spatial variability in their complexity along-strike/dip. More simple zones consist of a fault segment and damage with low fracture intensities and connecting node frequencies, which leave the rock mass relatively intact. These separate more complex parts consist of higher fracture intensities and connecting node frequencies that break up the rock mass into numerous blocks. These complex zones are often located around irregularities along the faults/fractures, such as bends that create lenses or intersections associated with bifurcations/abutments. As faults accrue displacement, these irregularities can locally perturb or concentrate stress, enhancing the development of fractures within the damage zone (e.g. Segall and Pollard, 1980; Rawnsley et al., 1992; Willems and Pollard, 1998; Maerten et al., 2002; Berg and Skar, 2005; Fossen et al., 2005; Childs et al., 2009).

The fault splay-damage zones also show variations in damage between the different limestone members observed in the study area. In the Lower Globgerina Limestone Member (LGLM) a simple damage zone is observed, whereas in the Middle Globgerina Limestone Member (MGLM) more complex zones develop around intersections with splay faults and numerous anastomosing faults. Studies have shown how changes in the mechanical and compositional properties of limestones can affect fracturing and faulting (e.g. Wennberg et al., 2006; Ortega et al., 2010; Michie et al., 2014; Korneva et al., 2018, Ortega et al. (2010) and Korneva et al. (2018) highlight how the level of dolomitization can control fracture intensity, but the limestones in the study area do not appear dolomitized. Wennberg et al. (2006) and Michie et al. (2014) illustrate the influence of texture and grain-size on fracturing and fault zone development, respectively. Both indicate that more fine-grained mud-supported limestones are likely to develop more fractures and large fracture networks than more coarse-grained, grain-supported limestones. As the MGLM consists of mudstones and the LGLM is composed of packstones and wackestones (Pedley et al., 1976; Pedley, 1987), we suggest the difference in damage zone development is caused by contrasts in grain size and mud composition of the limestones. This highlights the importance of considering the lithology when considering the character of damage zones and fault related deformation.

The presence of structurally complex zones highlights that deformation is not evenly distributed within a damage zone. It has been shown that such zones of increased fracturing and complexity can accommodate greater strains within the damage zone and help maintain strain compatibility (Nixon et al., 2019). Furthermore, such zones of complexity can have an impact on the behaviour of fluids within a damage zone. If the fractures are open, then these zones of high fracture abundance can enhance and localise flow (e.g. Davatzes et al., 2003; Kim and Sanderson, 2010; Dimmen et al., 2017, 2020). The variety in fracture orientations and the increased number of intersections helps maintain flow pathways, due to a greater probability that fractures are optimally orientated to remain open in any given stress-field (Sanderson and Zhang, 2004). Thus, in tight carbonate rocks with low matrix permeability the structurally complex zones can represent highly-permeable conduits for fluid flow (e.g. Tamagawa and Pollard, 2008; Rotevatn and Bastesen, 2014).

6.4. Insights into the three-dimensional connectivity of faults tips and relay zones

Traditionally many of the descriptions of fault tip- and relay-damage zones have been acquired from two-dimensional outcrop surfaces (e.g. McGrath and Davison, 1995; Kim et al., 2003; Peacock et al., 2017; Nixon et al., 2019). During these processes of fault evolution, damage zones will generally increase in size and become more complex (Shipton and Cowie, 2001, 2003; e.g. Kim et al., 2003; Fossen et al., 2005; Childs et al., 2009; Bastesen and Rotevatn, 2012). For example, slip accumulation on a fault will enhance stress concentrations at the fault tip, producing a wider and more intense tip-damage zone (c.f. Shipton and Cowie, 2003). Furthermore, if the fault tip propagates and interacts with another fault then the tip-damage zone will evolve into a relay-damage zone, adding more damage structures to or overprinting the existing damage zone (Kim et al., 2003, 2004).

The topological and graph characteristics of the tip- and relay-damage zones (Figs. 7 and 9) indicate that they evolve along well-constrained topological pathways, as illustrated by the red arrows between positions A and D on Fig. 13a and b. The tip-damage zones only evolve part way along these pathways, initially dominated by I-nodes and II-branches before forming more Y-nodes and IC-branches and eventually CC-branches (Fig. 13a). This represents fractures splaying and bifurcating as horsetail/bifurcating tip-damage zones develop. The node to branch ratios of the damage zones increase (particularly between positions A and B) as components increase in size and begin to link to form trees. After position B the components are connected enough to start forming regions (Fig. 13b).

Relay-damage zones evolve further along the topological pathways, becoming dominated by Y-nodes and CC-branches (Fig. 13b) as across-fault fractures develop within the relay and abut/cross-cut each other. Once the relays start to breach at position C, the number of components decreases as the two tip-damage zones of the interacting faults link to form larger interconnected networks. The number of regions per component substantially increases as more and more regions form within these interconnected damage zones.

These topological pathways provide important insights into how networks develop in damage zones during fault evolution. The node and branch topologies evolve along similar pathways predicted for rift fault networks as shown by Duffy et al. (2017). They apply node and branch topology to physical clay analogue models, showing how topology changes in fault networks with increasing finite strain. Their results are compared with natural examples of rift fault networks and also highlight the importance of across-strike faulting in reaching more evolved topologies. The similarities between the damage zone fracture networks and rift fault networks suggest that the pathways highlighted in this study could be more widely applied to larger scale fault networks.
et al., 2019; this study), and there have been less observations of their three-dimensional character. Multiple sections through a fracture network can be used for providing more representative measurements of the network in three-dimensions – for example, one could apply stereology and average results from the different sections (e.g. Sanderson et al., 2019). The splay-damage zones in this study represent cross sections through either a relay- or tip-damage zone, providing an opportunity to compare their plan-view and cross-sectional characteristics in topology and connectivity. In plan-view there is much variability in topology (i.e. Fig. 7) and connectivity (i.e. Fig. 8) of the different tip- (i.e. relay- or tip-damage zone, providing an opportunity to compare their - et al., 2019; this study), and there have been less observations of their plan-view and cross-sectional characteristics in topology and connectivity. The results from the different sections (e.g. Sanderson et al., 2019). The in plan-view there is much variability in topology (i.e. Fig. 7) and connectivity, whereas singly-breached and multiply-breached relays are likely to have a more isotropic permeability as the degree of connectivity is similar in both sections of observation.

7. Conclusion

Field-examples of different tip-, relay- and splay-damage zones, associated with small-scale normal faults in carbonate rocks from Malta, have been mapped in detail and analysed in terms of their geometry, topology and graph characteristics. This has allowed us to document and quantify the arrangement and connectivity of the damage zones' fracture networks and how they vary spatially. In addition, placing the damage zones in the context of a fault evolution model has allowed us to explore the potential network development of fault damage zones. Key findings include:

- Different tip-, relay- and splay-damage zones show distinct topological and graph characteristics, which are closely related to the structural style and complexity of the damage zones.
- Tip-damage zones produce the simplest networks with higher proportions of I-nodes and II-IC-branches, resulting in low to moderate degrees of connectivity (i.e. $C_B = -0.5$ to $-1.6$). Their networks include many isolated and small tree-like components that have few regions.
- Relay- and splay-damage zones produce more complex networks with higher proportions of Y-nodes and CC-branches, with moderate to high degrees of connectivity (i.e. $C_B = -1.2$ to $-1.9$). Their networks include large tree-like or interconnected components with the potential to develop numerous regions.
- Combining information from plan-view (tip- and relay-damage zones) and cross-section (splay-damage zones) examples can provide a more representative pseudo 3-D evaluation of a damage zones topology and connectivity. Connectivity can vary considerably in plan-view but is more consistent in cross-section, which can be important for assessing permeability anisotropy.
- Locations of stress perturbations and concentrations (i.e. fault bends and fault intersection points) produce complex zones within each damage zone. These consist of higher fracture intensities and higher connecting node frequencies. Thus these complex zones exhibit greater amounts of damage, breaking the rock mass up into numerous blocks.

- As faults propagate, interact and accumulate slip their damage zones evolve along well constrained topological pathways. Networks are initially dominated by I-nodes and II-branches and evolve towards networks dominated by Y-nodes and CC-branches. Thus damage zone connectivity increases substantially as more and more fractures form in the damage zone. The components within the network will grow and link, evolving from many tree-like components to a few large inter-connected components. In addition, the regions per component significantly increases as more regions form and components link.

The application of topology and graph theory to these different damage zones provides new information that complements traditional characterisations based on descriptions of their geometry and architecture. Furthermore, the topological and graph characterisation provides an important link to the fluid-flow behaviour of the damage zones by quantifying the arrangement and connectivity of their fracture networks. The distinct characteristics of the different damage zones in this study could provide useful insights when assessing flow properties of identified damage zones in the subsurface.
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